
LEC2 Chapter 5 & 6 class notes: 
 

• Wealth creation- increasing wealth, adding value on top of input while combining 
factors of production 

• What is required to create wealth? – diamond and the interdependence of business 
and society  

• Diamond of sustainable growth- vibrant entrepreneurship, effective financial system, 
enabling political systems, sophisticated managerial capabilities 

• 3 categories of business ownership- sole proprietorship, partnership, corporation  
• Corporation is different from the other 2 because it’s not directly connected with its 

owners- separate legal entity, living breathing company, can be sued or buy 
property, limited liability- can only lose the investment  

• Advantages of corporation- limited liability (only lose your investment, not your 
personal funds and assets), easy to change ownership as u just buy and sell shares, 
separation between ownership and management 

• Disadvantages of corporation- double taxation, less control like selling more shares 
can dilute it, termination is hard, conflict within the organization.  

board of directors are elected by COMMON shareholders.  
Preferred shareholders get dividends before the common shareholders, no voting rights 
Common shareholders get voting rights and are residual owners of the corporation  
 
Types of preferred shares: 
Convertible- preferred shares can be converted to common shares at a predetermined date 
Redeemable- I can refund the share I bought at a specific maturity rate  
Participating- participating in dividends like preferred shareholders get stated dividends plus 
additional dividend based on some predetermined condition. common get leftovers. If 
leftover is a lot, they can get more than preferred shareholders.  
Cumulative- if they miss a year of paying dividends, they make up for it  
Callable- company wants the share back because for example x bought it for 100, apple buys 
it for 110 because current market price is 200  
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Male customers- talking to fake accs  
 
Pastor took his own life after hackers leaked data and his name was on it 
Who’s to blame? Pastor, Ashley Madison, hackers 
 
Recently, they wanted to buy $200,000 worth of ads on the TTC- 5/6 commission directors 
said no 
Benefit- attract consumers so increase revenue, people gonna cheat anyway not bc of the 
ad  
Con- societal norm now like ttc promoting it so it can’t be that wrong, promoting 
extramarital affairs to the public could create a bad image  
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
4. vaccine passports 
-ethical cause it’s preventing covid and deaths, to encourage citizens to get the vaccine  
-unethical bc unvaccinated (due to age or belief) can’t use public places or find work, 
government has ur info 
 
Will vaccine passports fuel the global economy’s recovery? 
-feel safe in the restaurant etc environment and increase their revenue 
-large scale human interaction for market like test launch  
-can access products and services like movie tickets- increases GDP 
-reduces unemployment levels 
-reduces the need for government assistance as economy is doing well 
 
What is the social impact? 
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-car rental companies selling their productive car assets  
-what impact will restructuring have to the staff? Hospitality sector during covid employees 
were laid off and now they’re hired. Even in Disney during covid, half the staff went  

 
-Toyota balanced cost and quality v well 
-rogers had knowledge and speed like iphone compatibility  
-Barriers to entry like no financial resources to just open a phone company  
-financial resources like tim Hortons is doing badly in the US but they’re still there bc they’re 
making a lot of money in Canada  
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So environment will affect all the decisions in the company. Priorities 
 

• For us to even exist as a company if we don't figure out the environment get that 
right, and it almost doesn't matter how we price our products or what products, we 
have, or what service it doesn't matter it's irrelevant. 
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·   While Bezos was using these insights to bring more and more customers into 

Amazon... 
·   The company never made a profit. 

  
·   One of Jeff Bezos' greatest accomplishments has been his ability to get Wall Street to 

accept the fact that for the first 20-some years, Amazon wasn't going to be very 
profitable. 

·   And that's okay because they're building infrastructure that will create huge 
opportunities for them to gain scale and gain customers and gain business. 

  
·   in a letter to shareholders after the company first went public: "It's all about the long 

term," he wrote, rather than short-term profits or Wall Street reactions. 
  

·   That our strategy is to lose money, which enables us then to put other companies out 
of business who can't afford to lose money." 

  
·   Investors also recognized Bezos' essential advantage over physical stores, which had 

to charge their customers sales tax, unlike online businesses. 
·   So it gave Amazon a big leg up over bricks and mortar retailers. 

  
·   Amazon could soon become the Walmart of the internet. 
·   There were thousands of businesses eager to sell online. 

  
·   He transformed Amazon into a retail platform where anyone could sell their goods to 

his customers and 
·   invited thousands of other businesses to be a part of it. 

  
·   First year we did 100,000, next year we did a million, we did two million, four 

million, we were doubling every year in the early days. 
  

·   Randy Miller ran the European book team and saw nothing wrong with Amazon's 
tough tactics to challenge publishers on prices and profit margins. 

·   In order to bring them into line, we would actually take them out of automated 
merchandising, take their prices up to list price; we would put references on the 
product page, their product page, saying, "You want it cheaper?” “Click here." And 
we'd send them to whoever we thought their worst competitor 

·   That was how Amazon forced their vendors to-to comply. 
  

·   In addition to granting interviews, Amazon responded to written questions. 
  

·   The tension between Amazon and book publishers would ramp up even further with 
the unveiling of the Kindle, which helped the industry transition to the digital age, but 
gave Amazon more power to set prices lower. 

  
·   We've had a difficult time in some ways getting publishers to talk to us on camera 

about Amazon. In part, it seems the reason is that they're afraid. Amazon was a 
monopoly, illegally abusing its market dominance in anticompetitive ways. 
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Amazon bought Whole Foods for 13.7 billion. 
 
1:29:56 - end: 
 
Healthcare entry via a partnership with Berkshire Hathway and JP Morgan Chase. 
 
Amazon started putting pressure on every sector and started succeeding in every sector Jeff 
entered, they began beating rivals without even competing. Amazon closed 30% of American 
stores and malls. 
 
Q) Is Amazon’s dominance bad for competition and innovation? 
It’s a mixed bag. 
Inspired innovation in many sectors. 
But, many small companies suffer, as it is impossible to compete with Amazon and hence 
receive little or no funding.  
 
Creating an ecosystem for consumers. They started a media company, video streaming 
services, and music streaming services. Instantly become a direct competitor to the big 
players in each industry. 
 
Built a second headquarters in the US. 50000 jobs created. Conducted an auction between 
cities to decide which city it will be located in. 238 cities participated and practically begged 
Amazon to choose their city by offering staggering tax benefits and infrastructure promises.  
 
Finally, Arlington, VA and NYC won. Even though Amazon offered 25000 jobs and other 
benefits, many people in NYC weren’t happy with the 3 billion tax break they received. 
The matter was taken to court. Many arguments were raised. Amazon refused any acceptance 
towards unionization, which triggered the city even more. And that’s why they pulled out of 
NYC and decided to go elsewhere. 
 
Personal turmoil. Divorce. Affair. $38 billion dollar divorce settlement. 
 
Bad relationship with two political figures: Donald Trump and Saudi Crown Prince 
Mohammad bin Salman due to certain articles in the Washington Post, owned by Amazon. 
 
Point of debate: 
Many raised voices, as Amazon earned $10 billion in profit but paid 0 taxes. Accused of 
evading taxes by Trump. 
 
Trump accused Bezos of misusing the Washington Post. 
Amazon was competing for a $10 billion cloud computing contract with the US defence. 
However, Trump intervened and the contract was given to Microsoft. 
 
Problem: 
The Federal Trade Commission is looking to impose anti-trust regulations. Many see 
evidence of anti-competitive behaviour from Amazon. And hence, FTC considers laws such 
as limiting sectors it can enter, restricting the use of data, and more. 
 
Former CTO showed concerns about Amazon's aggression, greed, and dominance. 
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